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UPDATED GENERAL CATALOG
Available Titles From
Timothy G. Beckley, Publisher
Inner Light – Global Communications
Here we are with another sizzling edition with
loads to read and to contemplate. We certainly appreciate all the mail and the orders. In fact, even if
you’re going to order from Amazon, let us know via:
Mrufo@hotmail.com so we know you still love reading our printed publication, instead of the one on line
as it is rather costly to produce.
Its been a long hot summer with lots of disasters, conspiracies and political shenanigans. Hopefully, matters will calm about as we move into the
cooler seasons. We suggest turning on your creativity and delving into a
good book or purchase a
product that will help
propel you toward enlightenment. This will have a
positive effect on you, your friends and family and
perhaps even globally.
We have been called heretics by some because of our
undeniable search for information and the ultimate truth
about the world we live on,
as well as the multiverse we
seem to be residing in. Our
work on the MATRIX CONTROL SYSTEM OF PHILIP K
DICK has been well received (we were even on Coast
to Coast AM with host George Knapp).
The release of the new Blade Runner movie has provoked
even more interest in the creativity of the late Sci Fi author
w h o
w a s
HENCHMEN
Tim Beckley, Publisher/Editor
tapped
Associates: Tim Swartz; Brad Steiger; Sean Casteel; Carol Ann Rodrigues
into the
Layout, Graphics & Typesetting: William Kern (Adman)
CONSPIRACY JOURNAL GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS
reality
Payment For All Merchandise To Timothy Beckley
of paralBox 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
MRUFO8@hotmail.com • PayPal Orders Preferred
lel uniAll Other Methods Accepted—753-602-3407
verses
FREE VIDEOS on our YouTube Channel
and
“Mr. UFOs Secret Files”
Tim Beckley

Overloaded with parcels, publisher
Beckley heads down Fifth Avenue
toward Post Office.
(Photo; April Troiani)

synchronicities (I share over
50 of my own in this new text).
Now that we have “bent
your ear,” its your turn to be in
touch. See you and be well –
and don’t forget to listen to Exploring The Bizarre Thursday’s
on KCORradio.com – and
watch the archived version on
YouTube at “Mr. UFOs Secret
Files.”
Timmy B.

LISTEN TO EXPLORING THE BIZARRE THURSDAY’S 10 PM EASTERN / 7 PM PACIFIC — KCORradio.com

PUBLISHING SINCE 1964 - OVER 250 TITLES NOW IN PRINT!
ORDER FROM THE ADVERTISER
OUR LATEST OCCULT • WISECRAFT KITS REVISED!
WHOSE NAME AND ADDRESS
APPEARS IN EACH AD BELOW!
Do Not Order From
Conspiracy Journal

ACTIVATE YOUR SEXUAL ENERGIES
WITH THE AMAZING TANGERINE
QUARTZ CRYSTAL
Master occultist DragonStar whose linage goes back
to Atlantis, says his clients swear by Tangerine Quartz Crystals to enhance their love lives and their sexuality. Mrs Kelly G says she felt that the
romantic fire that she once shared with her husband had been doused. “We tried books,
counseling, even prescription drugs. I had almost resigned myself to living my life feeling unloved and unsatisfied,” Kelly noted. “But than my friend told me she had corresponded with DrangonStar who got her interested in crystals and gemstones. In particular tangerine quartz and its ability to re-energize a failing love life. I thought ‘what
the hell,’ nothing else is working so I obtained a tangerine quartz crystal and using the
proper set of instructions things are now far better than ever. It’s like our sexual batteries have been recharged!” Also good for bringing back a lost lover and finding a soul
mate. Our Tangerine Quartz activation kit includes your own Tangerine Quartz to experiment with. A unique, special report, with unique set of instructions, a crystal meditation audio CD narrated by Brad Steiger and a bottle of our most potent love oil to
anoint your personal crystal with. PLUS IF YOU ORDER NOW • a copy of Maria D’ Andrea’s
“Sexy Mediums Love and Lust Spells” workbook.

KIT # 1 - ORDER TANGERINE QUARTZ KIT for just $29.00 + $5 S/H

ARE YOU UNDER PSYCHIC ATTACK?
LEARN TO REMOVE CURSES, OMENS AND NEGATIVITY TODAY!
With our kit you can learn to ward off negativity and surround yourself with Good
Luck! With our special blessing kit Good Luck is right around the corner. Join Lady
Suzanne, Dragonstar and William Alexander Oribello as they teach you how to protect
yourself from the Evil Eye and remove curses that might have been placed on you.
Here are invisible shields to surround yourself with and a cord binding spell. Kit includes work book “Curses And Their Reversals,” A special curse removing incense,
and a gold plated Hand of Glory to wear or carry at all times. If negativity currently
surrounds you this could be your dream come true!

Kit # 2 • ORDER CURSES AND REVERSALS KIT only $29.00 + $5 S/H

INDIVIDUAL DRAGONSTAR DESTINY READING AND BLESSINGS KIT
For Serious Students of the Occult and Metaphysics. Presented by a Master
Teacher From the Atlantian Mystic Lodge. Supercharged blessing for personal
enpowerment. Prepare to get your MOJO into high gear. Send birth information and
two questions and DragonStar will prepare a special blessing kit just for you and reveal
your life’s destiny. Allow time for DragonStar to put together your personal kit.

KIT # 3 - ORDER DRAGONSTAR DESTINY KIT - $100. + $5 S/H

TIMOTHY BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
Credit card hot line 732 602-3407
PayPal: email MrUFO8@hotmail.com
Invoice will be sent.
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“FANNIE HILL”
This translation was
rendered from “Memoirs of a Woman of
Pleasure,” (popularly
known as Fanny Hill),
an erotic novel by English novelist John
Cleland, first published in London in
1748. Written while the
author was in debtors’
prison in London, it is considered “the first original English prose pornography, and the first pornography to use the form of the novel”. Banned
for over two hundred years, it has become a synonym for obscenity. It is one of the most widely
read books in the world. Illustrated. Explicit
adult content. A New Rendering from the Original Text by Téodoro Rampalé. Illustrated by Paul
Emile Becat. —$19.95 plus shipping fee.

https://www.createspace.com/5861357
Established 1948

FateMag.com

EXPLORING THE BIZARRE—Thursday 10 PM Eastern-7 PM Pacific • KCORradio.com

These large formatted volumes challenge Darwin and proclaim that a race of 10 to 15 foot giants once existed, and not so
long ago in the United States, Britain, the Middle East, Australia and elsewhere. Some claim they could still roam mountain
tops and live in caves.
# 1
– AMERICAN GOLIATH – AND OTHER FANTASTIC REPORTS OF
UNKNOWN GIANTS AND MONOGAMOUS CREATURES
Here is the full report, including scientific statements that when upright the figure stands
nearly 11 feet high. Because it was removed from the earth in upstate NY some confuse it with
the much more controversial Cardiff Giant. Can it still be viewed or has it been whisked away
by archaeological knaves who do not want it placed under the microscope? Includes added
material on giants – earthly and otherwise – by Scott Corrales, Nick Redfern, Harold T. Wilkins
and Tim Beckley. – 19.95
2
– GIANTS AND THE LOST LAND OF THE GODS
Travel back into the distant past with Peter Kolosimo and
Nick Redfern when giants, monsters and aliens roamed the earth
and learn about: — The Origins of Mankind: An intelligent, scholarly overview of the developing picture of man’s evolution as
anthropologists struggle to make sense of the fossils and bones
left behind. — Cosmic Catastrophes: How “extraterrestrial” disasters like crashed meteors
affected the ancient Earth. — The Age of Giants: How cosmic rays from outer space may have
created giants and modern anthropological evidence that bears this out. – — The Mark Of The
Titans: Biblical and mythological references to giants, some of whom were cannibals while
others were benevolent. Did they come from “extraterrestrial space?” — Nightmares In Stone:
Huge Figures Circle The Planet In A Grid. — The Lost World Of Mu: A Vast Civilization Existed
In The Pacific. – — Legends Of The Stars: Who Were The “Strangers” Who Came Here? —
Secrets Of The Pyramids: Who Built Them And Why? — The Wandering Masters. — The Mystery Of Atlantis: Where Did It Exist? – — The White Gods: They Intermingled With The Natives.
Were They From Earth Or The Far Fields Of Space? – $21.95
#3
GIANTS ON THE EARTH
Is the Smithsonian Institute As Well As Other Academic Foundations Withholding The Biggest Archaeological News Of
Our Time? Is there a single, solid, scientific reason they would NOT want you to know that giants-some as tall as 15 feet-once
roamed the earth, lived amongst us and mated with human women? Why would they want to suppress the FACT that humans
not only lived during the age of dinosaurs and pterosaurs, but that giants inhabited the planet right along side both beast and
homosapiens? Nearly 300 large format pages to shock your sensibilities. Did giants take humans as their slaves? Are they still “in hiding” on Earth? Did they grow up right along side of us,
invisible to normal sized people? Did they descend from the sky? Climb up from the underworld? And if they are from “somewhere else” will they return, as some students of prophecy
predict? Here is a non-theological approach to a mystifying topic that will astound and fascinate
the reader. – $24.00
GIGANTIC SPECIAL – ORDER ALL 3 BOOKS AND OBTAIN A FREE DVD
ON HOW DINOSAURS MAY NOT BE EXTINCT – $57.00 + $8 S/H (Approx 600
large format pages, a virtual “encyclopaedic set/”)
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
Credit cards 646 331-6777 PayPal mrufo8@hotmail.com (we will send
invoice to pay). Just ordering one or two items? - Be sure to add $5.00 S/H
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E MAIL MRUFO8@HOTMAIL.COM TO GET A PAY PAL INVOICE - EASIEST FORM OF PAYMENT

UNLOCK THE LORD’S HIDDEN POWERS!
Here is what you have been looking for! A series of guide books that can show you how to
use God’s Hidden Powers to give you peace of mind, new knowledge, heightened
awareness and perception, and true economic stability in your life.

NEW! # 1

— DISCOVER THE MAGICAL WORD OF GOD • $15.00

Guaranteed this MAGIC word will bring you INFINITE POWER and a realization of
ALL your desires, So Saith Our Lord! All words have great power • but one word in the
entire universe has more power than any other word and can actually evoke the presence of God who can hear our clarion call and respond by providing us with what we
desire the most • or are currently missing • in our daily life. WD Gann provides the unique
• the ONLY word • that will grant us a one on one assemblage with the Creator of all that
is and was and will be.
In his travels, Gann says he discovered that men of renown were long searching to
find the Lost Word that they knew must exist. Some individuals spent their entire lives
trying to find such an utterance without any success. The author of this vital work says
this unique word was “probably lost through the fall or disobedience of man” who strayed
from God’s core teachings. Gann was convinced that the Word still existed and is “just
as great and powerful” today as it ever had been before it was lost. NOW YOU CAN USE
THIS WORD TO YOUR TOTAL ADVANTAGE!

NEW! # 2

— YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU! • $15.00

Maria D’Andrea and Rev Ike proclaim that it is possible to “take your wealth with you when
you go!” In a sense its accumulating the right credits • the proper karma • from your life’s most
delicate dealings. There is a place for you in what the Spiritualists have termed the Summerland,
and you can now learn the ways which will enable you to live in a “mansion” with everything you
need and desire once you have moved on. You will have to deal with the Lord, but it will be accomplished much more easily than you might think. They don’t call it the “Pearly Gate” for nothing!

OUR ALL TIME BEST SELLER
#3
— CANDLE BURNING MAGIC WITH THE PSALMS • $24.00
All you need to fulfill your inner most desires, dreams and wishes is a match, ordinary
candles, incense and the ability to recite a specific Psalm from Scripture.
OVER 150 PROVEN RITUALS USING GOD’S MOST INSPIRED WORDS:
Overcome Depression . . . Experience Great Joy . . . Overcome Attackers And Robbers .
. . Be Protected From Suffering . . . Keep Bad Luck Away . . . Receive Instructions In Dreams
. . . Receive Great Strength . . . Regain Peace With A Person You Have Had A Falling Out With
. . . Receive Divine Grace, Love And Mercy . . . Help In Court Cases . . . Obtain Great Financial Rewards . . . Have A Strong Will . . . Attract Love And Friendship . . . Banish Marriage
Problems . . . Bring About Good Fortune . . . Bring Prosperity And Money Into Your Life...and
much, much more.

#4

— DIVINE BIBLE SPELLS • DOZENS OF EASY ENCHANTMENTS • $17.50

Wm Oribello and DragonStar tell you how to live a prosperous and happy life by
under-standing the Secrets of the Holy Book. This book is here to teach you that, with the
Bible, all things are possible. There is a buried treasure of knowledge in the Holy Book if
you know how to interpret it correctly. Wealth and prosperity come from a state of mind,
a projection of energy; we have to open up our minds and accept what God wants us to
have. We must be willing vessels and acknowledge the energy that we possess to attract
whatever it is that we really want. This volume will take you upon the path.

SUPER SPECIAL • All 4 titles As Listed Just $59.95 + $8 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
Credit card hot line 646 331-6777 - PayPal mrufo8@hotmail.com
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OVER 250 PRINTED AND KINDLE BOOKS AVAILABLE!

Up until now these secrets have only been entrusted to a few. But they are secrets • TRUE
FACTS • you really should know. The “wise men” kept their secrets so that they could pcontrol
their followers (especially women!) . Now is the time to know a new freedom!

NEW • # 1 ( ) • BIBLICAL UFO REVELATIONS • $20.00
Did Extraterrestrial Powers Cause Ancient Miracles? The Reverend Barry Downing is a
Christian minister who maintains that the miracles of the Old and New Testaments were
manifestations of an ET intelligence. The author’s credentials are impressive, adding
scholarly weight to his theories. Downing holds a Ph.D. in the relation between religion
and science from the University of Edinburgh of Scotland. He also has a bachelor’s degree in physics from New York’s Hartwick College as well as a degree from Princeton
Theological Seminary. Dr. Downing has studied the Bible most of his life; he has also
studied the UFO phenomena since the mid-1950s leaving him to conclude that the Parting of the Red Sea in the Bible’s Exodus was accomplished by a cylindrical UFO, a cigar-shaped ship still observed today. That Jesus was an
extraterrestrial sent to earth to rid the world of sin and wickedness, quoting Biblical text to support his claim. That Jesus left earth in a spaceship to another planet, or
perhaps another spatial dimension. That angels were actually aliens and that the “angelic
aliens” spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai where he boarded a UFO to receive the Ten Commandments and specifications for the construction of the Tabernacle. It was aliens who
guided the ancient Israelites, providing them with manna in the wilderness.

• # 2 ( ) • SEARCH FOR THE PALE PROPHET • $18.00
Sean Casteel asks: Who was the mysterious robe-clad healer who walked among the tribes
of the Americas almost two thousand years ago? Was he the Messiah on a god-given mission of a representative of an “Ancient Alien” group on an off-world assignment. Based upon Sean’s research in the works of
L. Taylor Hansen whose book, “He Walked The Americas,” is now a rare classic.

• # 3 ( ) • THE LOST BOOKS OF THE BIBLE • $24.00
H ere are the original teachings of the Christ banned for centuries, now made available for

dissemination for the first time. One of the best kept secrets in the modern religious world
is that only eighty percent of the King James Bible, as originally translated and published
in 1611. These are the words of the Christ and his apostles as recorded by the earliest
Christians, but censored by the Church, because they are believed to contain inappropriate and unorthodox studies now considered taboo and out of the mainstream of religious doctrine. This edition contains dozens of apocryphal books from the early centuries of Christianity that were deliberately excluded from the published Treatments. There
are those who maintain that this provocative work contains a magical code that can enrich and inspire our lives. Unravel this code and you could benefit greatly as you sit at
the side of the Lord.
SUGGESTED ADDED TITLE:

Include $10 additional for a copy of Sean Casteel’s “Excluded Books of the

Bible,” with an in depth, simple, analysis of the apocryphal texts and their true meaning.

• # 4 ( ) • LEGACY OF THE SKY PEOPLE • $ 20.00
Is there an ET origin for Adam Eve? Where was the Garden of Eden originally? Is there a new
race of humans orming in these uncertain times. According to the Earl of Clancarty, Brinsley
Le Poer Trench, some of us are repidly reacquiring the telepathic and psychic abilities we
were originally created with.

SPECIAL • 4 TITLES
THIS PAGE
JUST $59.00 + $8 S/H
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TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

ALL TITLES AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM — PRINT AND KINDLE EDITIONS.

– # 1 – DIARY OF A CONSPIRACY SALESMAN
A former Navy Intelligence Operative, Wm Cooper was a survivalist and a promoter of some of the wildest
conspiracy theories. Before his death at the hands of law enforcement, he was said by the White House to be one of the most
dangerous individuals in America. Was his death set up by CIA, FBI or the NWO?
–- # 2
– COSMIC REVELATIONS TILL THE END OF TIME
Ultra-Terrestrials are arriving daily en mass, bringing thrilling news about a World of Tomorrow. Here are earth shattering
revelations, received by a mysterious NYC businessman,
said to rival the predictions of Edgar Casey and Nostradamus.
EXPLORE THE UNIVERSE OF PIONEER
Learn why “they” are about to show themselves worldwide.
PARANORMAL EDITOR – RESEARCHER
– #3
– HOW TO ELIMINATE STRESS AND ANXIETY
PUBLISHER TIMOTHY GREEN BECKLEY
THROUGH THE OCCULT
Maria D Andrea teaches you to apply simple occult principles
His Thoughts! Theories! Opinions!
that will show you how to overcome physical mishaps and
There Isn’t Much He’s Missed!
mental anxieties and get through the day stress free. Eliminate addictions, Create a cosmic rhythm with the universe.
REPRINT OF
Rediscover your Erotic Potential and live in blissful harmony.
CLASSIC
– # 4 – PROJECT ALIEN MIND CONTROL
What do you do when the power blackouts keep occurring,
– # 9 – INSIDE THE
and the mysterious disappearances and outright kidnappings
SAUCERS
contine to mount? Is there a new UFO Terror Tactic taking
Now Available After 50
place in our skies that is a threat to humans worldwide? Some
Years! “Lost Manubelieve we may be unable to avoid the sinister, self serving,
script” found. First
mind games of the Ultra Terrestrials.
work from 1964 while
–#5
– BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER
TGB was s a teenager.
Maria D’ Andrea has put together dozens of the most powerReport on Men in
ful interdenominational prayers and blessings that will benBlack. – First “Nazi”
efit you as well as your loved ones. There is something for
Flying Disc Reports –
every occasion. If someone you know is sick this book will
UFO Lands in NJ Resercomfort the ailing. If you need financial stability, this book
voir, – Straight Line
can help stabilise the situation and turn your life around.
Mystery Of The Great Pyramid With Synchronicities! –
Prayers to uplift and benefit all for every occasion.
Humanoid Beings “Attack” Europe and South America. –
–#6
– MY VISIT TO VENUS
A tribute from the reigning master of the paranormal,
T. Lobsang Rampa’s story – banned for years by his original Brad Steiger, who has these fond comments: “Bless all
UK publisher as he thought these words would be too con- those Teen UFOlogists! – They were great supporters of
troversial – regarding his meeting with highly advanced mas- a young Brad as he began his UFO career with “Strangters from the spiritual dimension of Venus who have arrived
ers From The Skies” in 1966. . . and they remain dear
to lift the vibrations of humanity. Additional information from
friends today. Forever allies!”
Gray Barker and John Keel for the curious researcher.
– # 7 - PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT REVELATIONS
– # 10
– OUR ALIEN PLANET: THIS EERIE EARTH
The story of a Top Secret project in which a U.S. Navy vessel Beckley finds Doorways To Other Dimensions!
was rendered invisible and teleported hundreds of miles. Did Strange Fortean Tales revealing the truth about ** Ghost
this experiment cause one scientist to commit suicide or was Lights and Glowing Orbs. ** Energy Fields. **
he murdered before he spoke. Tesla and Einstein may have
Interdimensional Life Forms. ** Time Warps. ** Crop
been involved.
Circles. ** Ley Lines..**Earthquake Lights.
–#8
– EVOCATION – SUMMON SPIRITS
Step-by-step tutorial will teach you to summon deities, an- – # 11 – TIM BECKLEY’S STRANGE SAGA
gels, archangels or any sort of interdimensioanl beings, as Reprint of early articles from Ray Palmer’s “Flying Sauwell as the protocols for conversion with whatever entity ar- cers” magazine and “Saga’s UFO Report.” The best inrives at your command. Turns you into a pro!
vestigative articles ever written by TGB. Includes the

most amazing abduction story of all time – Carl Higdon.

TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
24/7 Credit Card Hotline 732 602 -3407 PayPay – For Invoice e mail Mrufo8@hotmail.com
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LISTEN THURSDAY’S 10 PM (EST) – “EXPLORING THE BIZARRE” – KCORradio.com – Tim Beckley/Tim Swartz, Hosts

Michael X. Barton was an LA businessman whose life changed when his
best friend became violently ill. While praying Michael found he was able
to receive telepathic communications from more advanced souls. These
are two study courses in one volume that he was able to transcribe for the
benefit of humankind.

VENUSIAN HEALTH MAGIC and VENUSIAN SECRET SCIENCE
SUBJECTS DISCUSSED AND EVALUATED: – These courses activate two-way thought communications. – Talking on your mental radio and using mental vision – Unleashing your inner cosmic
qualities. – Progressing from planet to planet . – Manifesting life’s levels. – Participating in the
“Grand Awakening.” – The mysterious Venusian Emblem and its great significance. – The seven principles of color and
beauty. – Pinpointing the great mistakes of humankind. – The magic of vitality elixirs. – Unlocking the secrets of the Central
Light or Diamond Star. Meeting the Guardians. – Good Health tips from the Lifetronic Healing Center. – How to overcome
your bad environment. – Improving the quality of lifetronic energy all around you. Three rivers of life you must cross. –
How to give up your ills. – Raising the true capstone of health and healing through the Pyramid Principles .

Order VENUSIAN SCIENCE COURSE WAS $49.00 NOW $29.95 + $5 S/H
Timothy G Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Secret Methods
Used By The CIA,
The Military And
Leading Remote
Viewers Worldwide

MAGIC “WISH LAMP” —
PLUS “ALADDIN’S” SPELL BOOK
Wish Lamp Kit includes
incense – (with true
meanings) – to attract
beneficial Jinn and spirits. Plus guide by Maria
D’ Andrea offering 100% Positive Spells and
Incantations to go along with our vessel.
Lamp may vary from photo image.
All Items - $35.00 + $6 S/H

Parapsychologists working
with trained scientists have a
developed a simple technique by which almost everyone can leave their body behind to find valuable treasures, explore spiritual
realms and heavenly dimensions, as well as tap the collective unconscious to solve
all personal problems that
maybe troubling you in your life. Now it is possible to let your
spirit soar. Furthermore, we guarantee that once you learn this
method for soul separation that you can be among a growing
number of individuals who have changed their humdrum lives
for the better, and have actually: Made millions on a new invention they recently patented. Come out a big winner in the
stock market, in real estate, or gambling, even if they thought
they had no talent at such things. Found a prestigious high paying job and climbed the corporate ladder, despite all attempts
to hold them back. Or overcome great pain, personal suffering, or healing themselves or somebody they love.

CONFIDENTIAL DOSSIER!!!
UFO PROPHET’S REJUVENATION MACHINE
Why was the Department of Justice so interested in
the UFO/New Age Prophets of the 1950s that they
needed to keep tabs on them? Here are classified
documents on George Van Tassel who built a Rejuvenation Machine in the desert based on telepathic
“blue prints” from supposed Space Brothers.

Order Soul Separation Training Course
Just $24.00 + $5.00 S/H
Unique Training Kit
Some Call It Remote Viewing.
Astral Travel. Soul Separation
INCLUDES MOOD MANDALAS FOR
EASIER COSMIC TRANSPORTATION!

$10 plus $3.00 S/H
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WE ACCEPT MONEY ORDERS • CHECKS • PAYPAL (mrufo8@hotmail.com) Credit Cards: 732-602-3407

OCCULT GRIMOIRE AND
MAGICAL FORMULARY
10 books in one! – Over 500 spells!
Maria D’Andrea teaches how to manifest your own
future and unlock secrets to protect against
sickness, secure valuable treasures (home,
car, lottery, vacations),
and to bring about
abundant
success.
Learn techniques of using candles, incense,
crystals, prayers, oils.
Help unite family and
friends.
$25.00
LARGE WORKBOOK

PARA-X POWERS
Command! – Seduce! – Attract Fame! – Love! –
Money! – Knowledge! – Read Minds!
Master Occultists pool talents for your benefit. Be
the master of your own
destiny when you unleash
the PSI factor within.
Para-X Power may be unknown to you, but it has
long been taught by Mystery Schools and Secret
Societies. You may soon
be a “Super Being “ able
to invoke Commands enabling you to utilize secret, powerful mental
methods to bring about
your desires.
$24.00 LARGE BOOK

TAROSTAR’S BOOK OF SHADOWS
Instructions on how to conduct rituals, as
well as detailed examples of ceremonial
procedures for
special occasions
and rites for all 8
Sabbats. A must for
practitioners of
New Orleans Gris
Gris (gray magick).
All evil leave out
your door. Dark be
light. It shall be as
if no more.
$20.00 BOOK

INVISIBILITY AND LEVITATION
Psyops intelligence operative Commander
X reveals mystical and scientific techniques.++ What is the Mysterious Mist? ++
Explore the “Astral
Fluid.” ++ Prayers
and Spells to engage techniques.
++ Pass through
walls. ++ Float to
ceiling. Travel incognito
out of
body.
$20.00 BOOK

USING CANDLE BURNING TO
CONTACT YOUR GUARDIAN ANGEL

YOUR PERSONAL MEGA POWER SPELLS
Maria D Andrea’s study guide is an effective interpretation of blessings, protections, hexbreaking rituals and ceremonies as practiced
by the most ardent of
Wiccans, Alchemists,
Sages and “white magicians” who learned
to utilize the forces of
nature and manipulate the four elements
of earth, wind, fire and
water.
$22.00
LARGE BOOK

According to Wm Oribello, Angels of various description have been known to walk among us.
In the case of Archangels they can manifest
to assist in times of
need. This book describe how to communicate with them and
what they can accomplish on your behalf.
$20.00 BOOK
Add
$20 for powerful “Angel Medallion” to enhance spells.

HOW TO TRAVEL TO OTHER
DIMENSIONS and TRAVEL THE
WAVES OF TIME
2 Volumes. –Visit far off worlds and places. “Fly”
invisibly to other dimensions, including
the “7 Astral Planes.”
Dragonstar and Maria
D Andrea offer instructions on traveling
the waves of time and
escaping the materialistic world we are
confined to. Safe and
easy study courses.
See You Out There!
$25.00 BOOKS

CANDLE BURNING WITH THE PSALMS
Our best seller of all time1 The Scriptures teach:
“It is far better to light a candle than to curse
the darkness.” If you are looking for spiritual
guidance this may be
the most important
book you can own.
Over 150 proven spells
using God’s most inspired words. Combines reciting the
Psalms and burning
specific
colored
candles at specific
times for best results.
$24.00 BOOK

SPECIAL ALL BOOKS THIS AD JUST $169 + $12 S/H
Order any of these items using the order form in back of this
issue or order via credit card through mail or 646 331-6777.
Paypal Invoices contact us mrufo8@hotmail.com
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MOST BOOKS ARE PRINTED IN LARGE EASY TO READ FORMAT, AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED

NEW – LARGE FORMAT – 250 PAGES - $22.00
Timothy Green Beckley’s

We are involved in global warfare. Big
Brother has us under his thumb. His use of electronic and mind control harassment operates at
the speed of light and can torture, maim and kill
us all! Someone is watching us day and night. Perhaps through our TV screens. Definitely 24/7 on
the telephone. And how about that unmarked black helicopter or the satellite that passes
over at the same time every day? Also included is the story of internationally-known
model Candy Jones. As British researcher explains in the Fortean Times, “Deeply perverted sexuality appears to have been an implicit element in the covert agenda. She was
frequently stripped, put to bed, drugged, hypnotized and tortured by various parties. She
was put onto medical examination tables and suffered Gestapo-like interrogations.” Furthermore, Sean Casteel takes us deep into the UFO abduction phenomenon and whether
UFO encounters are all they seem to be on the surface. Are they part of some weird offworld mind control program? —$22.00

MIND CONTROL SEX SLAVES AND THE CIA
Researchers Tracy Twyman, Nick Redfern, and Commander X reveal the unimaginable rape, torture and bloody rituals of leading politicians involved in child abuse rings,
use of the dark side of the occult, drug running and human sacrifices. What is the truth
about PROJECT MONARCH and the insanity affairs of the most powerful people in the
world? Can we believe anything they tell us when you consider that many would like to turn
us into human Sex Slaves. An acknowledged classic. — $22.00
•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•Ê•
MIND STALKERS – MIND CONTROL OF THE MASSES
Commander X and Tim Swartz say there is no denying that the powers that be can
subliminally implant thoughts into a person’s mind to control their actions, even utilizing
telephones by impressing a coded message while negotiating with an individual. One of the
most recent devices in this program of deception is the use of unmarked helicopters as a
form of electronic mind control harassment. — $20.00

NEW! — — THE MATRIX CONTROL SYSTEM OF PHILIP K. DICK
AND THE PARANORMAL SYNCHRONICITIES OF TIM BECKLEY
Famed Sci Fi/Conspiracy novelist — “Total Recall” — says we are living in the
Matrix as part of a computer simulation and that our destiny may be governed
by an intelligence who has the ability to control our life. VALIS, as he calls this
intelligence, offers symbolic clues that we are living in multiple “parallel
worlds” and other dimensions simultaneously . John Keel, Charles Fort and
Jacques Vallee hold similar concepts. Ties in with past lives, UFOs, mysterious
deaths.
Paranormal phenomena. Occultism. Even religion!
Over 425 large format pages.Profusely illustrated — $24.00
SUPER SPECIAL: All items this page (4 books) $74.00 + $8 S/H

Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
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EXPLORING THE BIZARRE—Thursday 10 PM Eastern-7 PM Pacific • KCORradio.com
TESLA MAN OF MYSTERY – BRILLIANT SCIENTIST – TIME TRAVELER? SPACEMAN?
UPON HIS DEATH HIS PAPERS WERE MYSTERIOUSLY REMOVED
FROM HIS APARTMENT BY A SECRET AGENCY.
– FBI? – RUSSIANS? – NAZI SYMPATHIZERS?
Learn More – Add To Your Library These Deserving Titles
#1
– THE LOST JOURNALS OF NIKOLA TESLA – $24.00 Tim Swartz exposes such
topics as: Reverse Gravity — Free Energy — Contact With Hidden Dimensions — Mysterious Radio Signals From Space — Earth Changes — Freak Weather Patterns — Electric Death
Rays — UFOs — Particle Beam Weapons.
#2
– TESLA: FREE ENERGY AND THE WHITE DOVE - $15.00 Probes the question:
Was Tesla from another planet, left on the doorstep of an earthly family to provide knowledge to humankind?
# 3 — MEN OF MYSTERY — $20.00 Tesla and Otis T. Carr. One
a scientific genius, the other builder of a “flying saucer” that could
take us to the moon in half an hour. Tossed into jail by the authorities.
Plans included.
#4
– TESLA’S DEATH RAY AND THE COLUMBIA SPACE SHUTTLE DISASTER – $13.00
#5
– TESLA AND THE COSMIC FLAME $25.00 360 pages of his most important inventions, writings and
pattens. For the serious student/collector of Tesla material.
#6
– INCREDIBLE TECHNOLOGIES OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER - $15.00 Go inside Area 51 with
intelligence operative Commander X, to find out how Tesla technology is being utilized in the military today.
#7
– THE SECRET SPACE PROGRAM - $20.00 Is there a “hidden government” responsible for much of the UFO sightings
(Phoenix Lights) based upon Tesla/Nazi technologies?
#8
TELEPORTATION FROM STAR TREK TO TESLA – $15.00 Evidence is that teleportation is taking place today inside Area
51. The author, Commander X, says he actually piloted a craft with his thoughts!
SUPER TESLA PACKAGE – All books this ad $100 + $15 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753 NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
Cell phone: 646 331-6777 - PayPal invoices mrufo8@hotmail.com

ALIEN TREATY WITH USA
CONFIRMED!
Two Confidential Dossiers From
The Mysterious Commander X –
Former Psyops Military Operative
#1
– AMERICA’S SECRET TREATY
WITH ET LIFE FORMS – $21.95
Shocking disclosure reveals everything
our government doesn’t want us to know
about alien existence. Discover how our
government agreed to a one sided
“treaty” that was turned against us for the
abduction of humans and much worse.
Former president’s own close encounters
with Ets, and how it turns out aliens ultimately want to control our minds and
steal our souls for their bizarre purposes.
#2
– COMMANDER X FILES UPDATED – $21.95
Dive into the complete dossier of Commander X’s many exploits with extraterrestrials as well as his on going battles with earthly authorities hell bent on
keeping these top-secret events from the citizens of this great nation. Includes
such revelations as: the alien-dinosaur connection, alien powers, Nazi collaboration, and more. His true identity finally revealed!

SPECIAL – BOTH BOOKS — PLUS BONUS COMMANDER X
AUDIO CD— JUST $39.95 + $5 S/H
TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
Cell phone 646 331-6777 (Orders Only Please) – mrufo8@hotmail.com
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THE WONDER BOOK OF
ALL AGES!
SPECIAL RAY PALMER
EDITION!
1250 Pages, 2 Volumes.
Illustrations.
Most Complete Edition
A New Cosmology! Delivered thru spirit intervention in 1870 in upstate NY to a practicing dentist. Details the sacred history of earth for the past 24,000
years, beginning with submersion of Pan in the Pacific.
Tells about Einstein’s theories. War in space. Who
manages the earth. The glory of gods and goddesses.
The truth about flying saucers.
A profound work deserving of serious attention.

Originally priced at $99.00 - Our special reduced price now $59.95 plus $10 S/H for both
volumes. Weighs seven pounds.
Timothy Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

HUNDREDS OF

TITLES AVAILABLE ON KINDLE. BOOKS CAN BE DOWNLOADED FROM ANY PC.

DON’T FEAR
THE
REAPER!
For those who fear the left hand path,
we provide these humble offerings
from “the one” often represented as
a robed skeleton with a scythe – the
Grim Reaper so named because he is
believed to “reap” the souls of the living, thus robbing them of life. He is
also known as Death, La Muerte, The
Fourth Horseman of the Apocolypse and He Who Rides the Pale Horse.
You have been warned to delve carefully. But if you must, check off the
desired titles and send payment – BEFORE ITS TOO LATE!
#1
– ROUND TRIP TO HELL IN A FLYING SAUCER – $24.00
Shape shifting and morphing UFOs and aliens. Satan steps out of a
landed “spaceship.” Man travels to Hell aboard a flying saucer. Many
contacts with demonic beings. Are demons abducting humans and performing sadistic rituals? Raping men and women? 300+ pages. Large
format.
#2
– A NAIL IN THE SIDE OF YOUR COFFIN - $15.00
Morgellons and Red mercury Plagues could be the final nail in the coffin of humanity that could place you six feet under! The medical and
scientific professions say its all a big hoax, that it is impossible for wires
and black threads to be poking through your skin, and that the Russians CAN’T be walking around with a mysterious red substance in their
attache cases that could pollute the air and kill millions.
#3
– WICKED THIS WAY COMES – $21.95
The Ultra-Terrestrials possess various characteristics in common with
spirits, from the dark corridors of demonology, and have been known
to produce the same sort of phenomena at UFO landing sites as you
would find in a haunted house or at a seance. Their feats are definitely
ungodly.
#4
– AMITYVILLE AND BEYOND! - $20.00
Six people were murdered, their blood splattered around this infamous home on Long Island. But the story of demons and poltergeist are
much more intriguing and encompass a wide spectrum of related phenomena from crawling lights, to hideous monsters, to voices on your
TV set! Tim Beckley, Paul Eno and others explore the “black side” of
the supernatural.
#5
– EVIL EMPIRE OF THE ETS AND ULTRA-TERESTRIALS – $21.95
Tim Beckley, Dr Karla Turner, Brad and Sherry Steiger, Sean Casteel
tell tales of unbelievable aggression: “The creatures were hostile and
went into attack modes several times, putting up dense fogs. One time
when they stopped; It was like a backwards tornado coming from the
mouth of the leader of the ships. It was like a ray that he was sending
down a funnel. He did it five times, then he left…” 286 pages—large
format.
#6
– CURSE OF THE MEN IN BLACK: RETURN OF UFO TERRORISTS – $20.00
By Timothy Green Beckley with John Stuart—One by one they have
given up their research - perhaps even their lives! — forced to go underground because of threats from the shadowy beings. Are these individuals government agents gone amuck or sinister aliens? Satanic
representatives?
SUPER SPECIAL – 6 BOOKS PLUS BONUS DVD - $99.00 + $10.00 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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T. LOBSANG RAMPA
HIS POWERS ARE
UNSURPASSED IN
THE WEST!
Read These Highly
Acclaimed Books By
The Tibetan Lama
With The Incredible
Third Eye
T. Lobsang Rampa’s
amazing psychic abilities
cannot be surpassed. For over half a century this Tibetan mystic has enthralled millions with his words of wisdom on the
use of the Third Eye, Psychic Healing, Astral Travel, Dreams,
Life After Death, Gemstones, UFOs and even the infamous
Abominable Snowman. Rampa also covers the concealed history of Tibet and the world.
He talks about the hidden repositories of knowledge located deep within underground vaults and of the “Gardeners
of the Earth,” a group of ETs who have interacted with humans
since the dawn of time.
His many books are extremely coveted and are getting
harder and harder to obtain as the years go by. We are honored to be the publisher of record for these much sought-after works. All are in large, easy to read format. The following
titles are currently available:
THE HERMIT – ISBN-13: 978-0938294962, $21.95
TIBETAN SAGE – ISBN-13: 978-1892062062, 18.95
SAFFRON ROBE – ISBN-13: 978-1606110379, $21.95
CANDLELIGHT – ISBN-13: 978-1606111130, $21.95
MY VISIT TO VENUS – ISBN-13: 978-0938294610 , $17.50
JOURNEY TO AGHARTA – ISBN-13: 978-1892062345 $21.95
BEYOND THE TENTH – ISBN-13: 978-1606111123, $21.95
THE RAMPA STORY – ISBN-13: 978-0938294092, $21.95
TWILIGHT: HIDDEN CHAMBERS BENEATH EARTH –
ISBN-13: 978-1892062970, $21.95
FLIGHT OF THE PUSSYWILLOW by Mama San Ra’ab Rampa
(Mrs Rampa) – ISBN-13: 978-1606110072, $18.95
CAVE OF THE ANCIENTS – ISBN-13: 978-1606110607, $21.95
LIVING WITH THE LAMA – Rampa’s cat describes what its
like living with the Lama. ISBN-13: 978-1892062390, $18.95
DOCTOR FROM LHASA – ISBN-13: 978-0938294955, $21.95
CHAPTERS OF LIFE – ISBN-13: 978-1606110386, $21.95
THE SAFFRON ROBE – ISBN-13: 978-1606110379 , $21.95
RAMPA PRAYER & MEDITATION CD (40 MNS), $14.00

NOTE: Many of these titles have never
been available in US before!
Priced as listed or all titles
for just $259 plus $15 S/H

TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

ALL TITLES AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM — PRINT AND KINDLE EDITIONS.

UFO REPEATERS – THE
CAMERA DOESN’T LIE! – $24.00
Here are the fantastic
– but true! – accounts
of individuals from
Turkey to New York
City who claim repeated contact with
the Ultra-Terrestrials.
What makes their experiences so unique
is that they possess photographic evidence of their amazing claims. And we
are NOT talking blurry shots, but real
hardware that came, they say, from outer
space. Many have had numerous encounters including Howard Menger,
Marc Brinkerhoff, Ellen Crystle and Paul
Villa.
CRYPTID CREATURES FROM
DARK DOMAINS – $20.00
Confront the Dogmen,
Devil Hounds, Phantom
Canines, Werewolves
and other “shaggies”.
Some witnesses are lucky
to have gotten away with
their lives. Perhaps there
are others who disappeared and whose bodies
were not accounted for. Here are stories of
bloody beasts who come in various sizes and
apparently have the ability to shape-shift into
an even more hideous creature when cornered.

THE CONTROLLERS: THE
RULERS OF EARTH IDENTIFIED
– $16.00
We are the property of an
alien intelligence! “Our”
planet is a cosmic laboratory and we are but guinea
pigs to those who have kept
us prisoners on earth. Humankind continues to wage
all out battle with those who
have kept us as their slaves since the beginning of time. They are: * The Soulless Ones. *
The Elders. * The Illuminati. * The Greys. *
The Counterfeit Race. Resist Now!

THE ALLENDE LETTERS AND
THE CASE FOR THE UFO – $25.00
(Special)

Rare Vero Edition – In
1959, astronomer Dr
M.K. Jessup committed suicide by inhaling exhaust fumes, his
only recognition coming from lay people,
who had read his series of four books on
UFOs. It was a paperback edition of his
first work that enmeshed Jessup in one
of the most bizarre mysteries in UFO history. An annotated reprint was laboriously typed on offset stencils and printed
in a very small run by a company with
military ties.
INNER EARTH PEOPLE AND
OUTER SPACE BEINGS – $22.00
Rev. Wm Blessing says
the truth about the hollow earth has been
censored for centuries by the Church. Is
there a “Golden Paradise” inside the
planet? Who pilots the
ships we call UFOs?
Are they here to harm or help us? Are the
residents of the subterranean world Angels or Devils?

MAD MOLLIE: BROOKLYN’S
SUPERNATURAL “SAINT” –
$20.00
A true “enigma,” Mollie
Fancher suffered through
many painful personal losses
and two near-fatal accidents.
She took to her bed and did
not rise for 51 years. She steadfastly refused food and was
regarded as a saint by many, living in defiance of the laws of nature. Includes other fantastic case studies of other “phenomenal”
women of her time. High ratings from
“Fortean Times.”

MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCES – THEY NEVER CAME
BACK – $20.00
On land. On the
Open Seas. In the
Air. Literally thousands of unsuspecting individuals have vanished
forever without a
trace. Do phantom
ships patrol the
graveyards of the
deep? Is there a
link between UFOs, Monsters and bizarre beings? On land some folks have
walked out the door, headed down the
street, and have never been seen again.

A DWELLER ON TWO PLANETS –
$24.00
New 420 page version edited
for modern style was channeled by Phylos from Atlantis
in 1898 with new material by
Nick Redforn, Sean Casteel,
Tim Beckley. Explores mysteries of Mt Shasta and predicts
the coming of UFOs with their
external multicolored revolving lights and the
interiors of the craft lit by some unseen
source, and their undersea habitats. Why do
they keep tabs on humankind for centuries?
Book turned Shirley MacLaine on to metaphysics.
DARKNESS OF THE GODS AND
THE COMING OF PLANET X – $20.00
Sean Casteel and Tim
Beckley join Ignatus
Donnelly in search of proof
that global chaos caused by
cosmic influences have
wreaked havoc throughout
the ages. Such as the many
devastating floods and fires
that have swept the Earth
and the passing of a space born object identified in the Bible as Wormwood. One military
attache says “Sky Islands” exist around us in
a parallel universe and have a tremendous
gravitational pull on the planet.

SPECIAL – ALL ITEMS THIS AD JUST $165.00 + $15.00 S/H
TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 09903
24/7 Credit Cards 646 331-6777 (private cell phone, orders only please).
mrufo8@hotmail.com for PayPal invoices
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WE ACCEPT MONEY ORDERS • CHECKS • PAYPAL (mrufo8@hotmail.com) Credit Cards: 732-602-3407

Some historians believe Hitler was uniquely evil, wicked beyond even the human capacity for wickedness. Were Hitler and
the Nazis “an eruption of demonism into history?” Did their secret
dedication to Satan in fact provide them with some kind of hellish
support in their failed struggle to conquer the world?
Much has been written regarding the notion that Hitler and his hand picked echelon of SS officers were
deeply influenced by occult ritualism and tradition. For the first time, we present the best procurable proof of
a Nazi Supernatural Connection that called for the collection and venerable “worship” of powerful artifacts that
supported their insane racist agenda which harbored a highly dangerous effort to rewrite the history books and
“re-program” the German people so that they could establish that this seemingly bizarre Nazi agenda was
truly the fulfillment of Aryan mystery tradition.
Order OCCULT SECRETS OF THE THIRD REICH. Regular price $21.95.

Order before our anticipated publication date of December 10th for just $17.00 + $5 S/H
IS THERE SUCH
A THING AS A

NAZI UFO TIME
TRAVELERS
$20.00 + $5.00 S/H

WISH
MACHINE?

This stunning, large format dossier, offers empirical evidence that
the world is plummeting toward a fascist domination, a nightmare in which
sadistic, jackbooted thugs are waiting for us to “catch up” in time with
our own predetermined subjugation
by the Nazis possibly hiding on the surface of the moon or at
“secret cities” under the Poles.
In the upper echelon of the military it is realized that “ETs”
are not so much interplanetary as they are time travelers. States
one Navy Commander: “They are extra-temporal. The visitors
are clearly from the future. And there is reason to believe that
they may even be ‘us.’”
A Nazi invention known as “Die Glocke,” may have been
used to bend space and time to give the Nazis the power to
explore the past and even to manipulate our future. Here is
evidence that a top secret brigade of Nazi engineers worked
with exo-terrans to establish space flight and time travel. These
same Nazi war criminals were bought to America under Project
Paperclip to continue their programs.
SUPER SPECIAL — Both OCCULT SECRETS OF THE THIRD
REICH and NAZI UFO TIME TRAVELERS just $32.50 + $6 S/H
TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

Products May Vary From Photo

Revealed:
The Mystery Of
The Hieronymous
Machine And
Other Black
Boxes

AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME
Your own custom made black box. Ours is truly
POWERFUL. Said to drastically improve finances,
health, relationship. Most economical on market
(others sell for $1000 and up!) — Send $279 for
our “Wish Machine,” including full workbook and
NEW special report. Finished boxes may vary. For
experimental purposes only! Not approved by
FDA/AMA.
Credit card orders via 24-hour
hotline: 732-602-3407. VISA,
MasterCard, Discover.

BOOK AND NEW
REPORT INCLUDED

TIMOTHY G BECKLEY
BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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MOST BOOKS ARE PRINTED IN LARGE EASY TO READ FORMAT, AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED

EXCLUSIVE UPDATE! HIS FAMILY’S INVOLVEMENT IN THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION!
Several years ago a mysterious manuscript said to be Admiral Richard E.
Byrd’s Private Log or Diary emerged. In it Byrd wrote about a vast ice-free “paradise” beyond the Poles.
During his career as an explorer, up until his death in March 1957, Byrd
was considered a national hero. Besides exploring both Poles, it is alleged that
the veteran Navy commander had come upon an entrance way that led into a
Hollow Earth inhabited by a race of giants. Rumor also has it that Byrd, during
his 1947 expedition, was confronted by a “lost” battalion of Nazis whose settlement was being guarded by a fleet of back-engineered “Flying Saucers.” And
while Byrd’s scientific team was supposed to stay for six months in this frozen
region, his expedition was called off shortly after his arrival. What is generally
not known is that on one of Byrd’s sojourns to Antarctica, he sought to stave off
mutiny from among his crew by enlisting some of the younger members into a
very secretive “Loyal Legion,” which enabled him to clamp down on any leaks
about his missions and discoveries.
And while the content of Byrd’s “secret diary” is open to debate, researcher and author Tim Cridland searches deeply into the many shadowy unknowns surrounding Byrd and the Nazis as well as a previously undisclosed
wrinkle: a closely guarded connection between JFK’s assassination and the iron
grip of those determined to keep the secrets surrounding UFOs and the arrival
of ultra-terrestrials locked away from public scrutiny forever. This conspiracy involved members of a sinister, secret group
of wealthy and “well-connected” individuals that included Lyndon Johnson, John Connelly and at least one member of Byrd’s
family among its ranks.
This book takes a wholly original approach to a great many areas of interest revolving around the concept that our
Earth is “hollow,” and that a vast cavern system, constructed eons ago,
exists connecting various subterranean cities with their hidden gateways
back up to the surface world. Some researchers believe that the Inner
Earth houses a potential “Garden of Eden-like” utopia, while others espouse the idea that much of the planet’s caverns and hollows are overrun
by monstrous inhabitants wreaking havoc on the surface while serving to
entice evil machinations from above ground conspirators who are loyal
only to their self-serving dream of world conquest and domination. The
“Secret Exploits Of Admiral Richard E. Byrd” is a valuable inquiry, made
by a variety of independent researchers, into a subject that has long been
one of “instant ridicule” without being given its day in court.

ALSO AVAILABLE
ADMIRAL BYRD’S SECRET JOURNEY BEYOND THE POLES. – $21.95
Explores: **The development of the Flying Saucer. ** The mysterious lands and people of the Far North. ** Operation Highjump
** Did Hitler escape to Antarctica? Did an Inner World race give the Germans UFO Technology?

THE SECRET LOST DIARY OF RICHARD E BYRD AND THE PHANTOM OF THE POLES – $21.95
Scientific evidence, stories of numerous seafarers, and orbital photos from NASA show that Byrd’s concept of an Inner Earth is
NOT to be ignored. ** Why is the earth flattened at the poles? ** Why have the poles never really been reached? What produces the
Aurora Borealis? ** What causes colored snow in the Arctic region?

– SPECIAL – ALL THREE TITLES THIS PAGE JUST $54.00 + $7 S/H

TIMOTHY G BECKLEY, BOX 753, NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
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PUBLISHING SINCE 1965 —OVER 250 “ORIGINAL” TITLES
It Is Said That These HAPPY
BUDDHA FIGURES Can Bring You
Prosperity In 48 Hours!
JUST PLACE THEM AROUND YOUR
HOME! The laughing BUDDHIST MONK
lived 1200 years ago. . In his satchel he
carried gifts for the humble and poor
(which would include the Middle Class
today). Our beautiful carved — jade
colored — Buddha Set contains 6
Buddhas to place near your door, and at other places around
your home where you seek positive affirmation. We believe
these Happy Buddha figures will bring you abundant Good
Luck. TRY THEM TODAY! Note: Figures will vary!

PSYCHIC
GEM
FROM
SPACE
Researchers claim Moldavite opens Interdimensional Doorways

❑ MOLDIVATE GEMSTONE KIT - Includes a small
pendant and a copy of the 178 page MOLDAVITE
STARBORN STONE by Robert Simmons as well as
the remarkable “Divine Fire” audio CD narrated by
Brad Steiger. — $42.00 + $5.00 S/H
❑ LARGER STONE AND KIT — $62.00 + $5.00 S/H

$25.00 + $5 S/H —
TIMOTHY BECKLEY, BOX 753
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903

Timothy G. Beckley • Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903 • MRUFO8@hotmail.com

USE THIS ORDER FORM OR MAKE A PHOTO COPY
STUDY GUIDE AND 70MINUTE CD INCLUDED

Individually
cast in silver
with 10 faceted stones,
this beautiful
pendant acts
to
amplify
your deepest
desires,
broadcasting
them directly
to God to
bring about knowledge,
awareness and wisdom. This
holiest of amulets casts a deep
reflection on the eternal mysteries and should only be used
for beneficial and positive purposes. In the Kabbala it represents a sort of “telephone” to
the Heavens and is said to be
the most powerful amulet ever
created! Many have noticed a
vast change in their life in just
14 days upon wearing this
pendant.

PUBLISHERS NOTE: This publication is issued on a frequent but non scheduled basis. It
is supported solely by your purchases. To remain on our active list please make a purchase so we can continue in our efforts to make available publications and items found no
where else. If you are writing titles on a sheet of paper please give exact title and issue
number and page if possible.
Mailing Address: Timothy Beckley, Box 753, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. Pay Pal
orders get preference and can be sent to our regular email address: MRUFO8@hotmail.com.
We also accept Visa, MC, Discover, Checks, Money Orders and Western Union. 24/7 credit
card hot line: 732-602-3407 (speak clearly and leave all information. It’s a secure answering machine)./will return call/)Payment to Tim Beckley. My private cell phone is 646
331-6777 to leave a message/will return call/). Allow time for delivery. Some items are
special orders. No claims can be made. No refunds!
OVERSEAS AND FOREIGN POSTAGE HAS INCREASED
If you do not have a PayPal Shipping & Handling
Account, we will simply send
1 to 2 Items—US $5.00
a PayPal Invoice to you and
ship your order when pay- 3 to 5 Items—US $8.00
ment is confirmed.
6 Items or More—US $12.00

Box holders please include street
address. Some orders may be sent
UPS and cannot go to box
addresses. It helps to include your
phone number so we can contact
you if necessary.

Some items cost more because they are heavy. Canadian & Foreign depends on weight
(anywhere from $15 up). We will confirm exact figure if you have an e mail address. Small
surcharge on credit cards overseas. Pay Pal is easiest. Sign up if you don’t have an account. Future issues may only be available on the net if we do not receive enough orders
from this mailing. So sign up for our FREE pdf version at www.ConspiracyJournal.com and
also receive our on line newsletters. In business since 1965. Thank you.
MAKE ALL PAYMENTS ONLY TO TIMOTHY G. BECKLEY

ITEMS REQUESTED (PLEASE PRINT)

Your TREE OF
LIFE KIT is just
$125.00
+ $5.00 S/H
Timothy Beckley
Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
PayPal:
MrUFO8@hotmail.com
No PayPal Account?
We will send an invoice!

___Money Order ___Check ___Other
___Credit Card Number
Expires
Name
Address
Zip
E mail
Phone (helpful if we need to contact)

15

NJ residents sales tax 7%
Total Enclosed

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL MR UFOS SECRET FILES / OVER 170 FREE VIDEOS

TO MANY they are known as the protectors of the Christian Faith. To others they were heretics who were eventually
rounded up and burned on the stake. The Templars organized the first banking system, and many of their depositors
were kings, queens and assorted nobility. They are also
known to have sacked Greece and Rome of vast fortunes, and
stolen one of a kind religious artifacts from the Temple of
Solomon. The hidden treasures of the Knights Templar cannot be estimated in terms that are realistic or that we could
readily understand.
TODAY, we speak in terms of the Rockefeller Dynasty,
the Rothschild banking family, Goldman Sachs, the Clinton Foundation — but, even if you merged
all the vast wealth of these and many more conglomerates, you would get nowhere near the vast
fortune of the Knights Templar.
HERE is the strange occult and paranormal connection between the Templars and Rosslyn
Chapel in Scotland with its many mysterious codes embedded in the chapel for all to see and try to
interpret. Likewise, Rennes-le-Chateau church in southwest France hides a deep—some say dark—
secret. Sometime in the late 1800s, the parish priest there became “inexplicably and suddenly
wealthy” and set about making expensive improvements to the church. Many believe the Templars
traveled the seas and eventually hid their vast trove in Nova Scotia on Oak Island, where six treasure hunters have died due to a curse while searching for the bounty. Sightings of UFOs and ghosts
abound. But the island has kept its secrets, as the treasure is guarded by a series of underground
tunnels that fill with sea water when borrowing and drilling commences in order to get to the riches.
Order HIDDEN TREASURES OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS by Tim Beckley, Sean Casteel,
Brian Allan, Rene Barnett, Hercules Invictus, Ambrose Nobel – $21.95 + $5 S/H

11 PIECE CHAKRA TUMBLED STONES HEALING KIT
STONES FOR: Consciousness Raising—Protection—Enhancing Expression And Conversation—
Unconditional Love For Self And Others—Manifesting Abundance—Increasing Concentration—
Assisting With Grounding, Comfort, Harmony And Protection Of The Heart—Enhances Psychic Gifts.
STONES INCLUDED: Clear Quartz, Amethyst, Blue Lace Agate,
Rose Quartz, Citrine, Carnelian, Hematite, Petrified Wood, Smokey Quartz

Learn More! Complete Book Of
Amulets And Gemstones Now
Available! Add $20.00 + $5.00 S/H

Comes with a Mojo pouch and
story card. Powerful Medicine!
Ask for CHAKRA STONES KIT.
$25.00 + $5 S/H

Timothy Beckley Box 753
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
WE ACCEPT MONEY ORDERS • CHECKS • PAYPAL (mrufo8@hotmail.com) Credit Cards: 732-602-3407

